INTRODUCTION
The aim of this note is to present an improved rigorous estimate of the critical disorder strength for the onset of complete localization of the eigenstates of the Anderson tight binding Hamiltonian on ℓ 2 (Z d ),
where ω(x) are mutually independent random variables uniformly distributed in [−1, 1] . The number λ is called the disorder strength. This Hamiltonian was first studied by Anderson [5] who proposed that at sufficiently large disorder the states are localized, resulting in dynamical trapping of any wave packet. Specifically, it was proposed that complete localization occurs for λ > λ And where (1.2) λ And = µ d e ln λ And .
Here µ d is the connectivitiy constant for self-avoiding walks on Z d and e is the base of the natural logarithm. (See [5, Eq. (84) ]. In the notation of [5] , λ = W /2V and µ d = K.) The methods employed in [5] were heuristic and involved uncontrolled approximations, however the Hamiltonian H ω is well studied in the mathematical literature. The earliest proof of localization for dimensions d > 1 is due to Fröhlich, Spencer, Martinelli and Scopola [7] based on the multi-scale analysis of [8] . In [7] complete localization is shown to hold for λ sufficiently large, but no concrete estimate of the critical disorder is given. Later Aizenman-Molchanov [3] introduced a simplified "moment-method" for proving localization, based on which it is easier to obtain a specific estimate of critical disorder. For instance Aizenman and Graf [2] showed that complete localization holds for H ω provided ( 
Since the connectivity µ d < 2d − 1, λ AG > λ And , i.e., this estimate of critical disorder is weaker than Anderson's -in fact it is quite a bit weaker; see Table 1 .
The main result of this note is that complete localization holds for H ω throughout the region λ > λ And proposed in [5] . In dimension d = 3 the best known upper bound on µ d is µ 3 ≤ 4.7114 [6, Table 5 .2], leading to a critical disorder of λ And ≤ 50.3, as compared to the value λ AG ≈ 167. See Table 1 for a more detailed comparison in dimensions 2 to 6.
The estimates obtained here are based on a modified version of the Aizenman-Molchanov method [3] , with improvements resulting from 1) avoiding the "decoupling estimate" used in [3, 2] and 2) incorporating known facts about self-avoid walks. Neither of these improvements is particularly novel. Decoupling estimates were avoided in [4] using a two-step perturbation argument -which is, however, inefficient in the large disorder regime discussed here. Similarly, the connection between localization and self-avoiding walks has been known since Anderson's original work [5] . It has been noted in the mathematics literature in a survey by Hundertmark [9] and more recently in work of Tautenham [12] and Suzuki [11] . However, the observation that Anderson's original heuristic estimate of critical disorder is the best estimate provable by current methods appears to be new.
SELF-AVOIDING WALKS AND LOCALIZATION
Let us denote the set of all self-avoiding walks of length N starting at x 0 = x and ending at x N = y by S N (y, x). The self-avoiding walk correlation function is
defined at those values of γ for which the right hand side is absolutely summable. As indicated the correlation function depends only on the difference y − x, a fact which is made obvious by noting that walks from x to y are in one-to-one correspondence with walks from 0 to y − x. The self-avoiding walk susceptibility is the sum of the correlation function (2.2) (1) The connectivity constant of Z d , which is the limit
exists, is positive and is bounded by 2d − 1. As a consequence the power series in (2.2) has a finite, positive radius of convergence 1 
Specifically, for any ǫ > 0 there is K ǫ < ∞ such that
where |x| denotes the ℓ 1 norm of a lattice vector: |x| = |x 1 | + · · · |x d | . Our main result for the Anderson Hamiltonian H ω is conveniently stated in terms of the Green's functions of the restrictions of H ω to various subsets of Z d . Let Λ ⊂ Z d be any subset, infinite or finite, and define
and the associated Green's function
For any Λ, the Green's function is well defined for z ∈ C \ [−2d − λ, 2d + λ]. For finite Λ it also makes sense (almost surely) for z ∈ [−2d − λ, 2d + λ].
, where e is the base of the natural logarithm. If λ > e and
for any subset Λ ⊂ Z d and for all z ∈ C \ [−2d − λ, 2d + λ]. In particular, if λ And satisfies (1.2) then for all λ > λ crit and ǫ > 0 we have 
MOMENT BOUNDS AND DECOUPLING ESTIMATES
The Aizenman-Molchanov moment method [3, 1, 2] relies on two elementary estimates, valid for a fractional exponent s < 1,
(1) the fractional moment bound,
which is clearly saturated for B = 0; and (2) the "decoupling estimate"
with D(s)>0. In [2] complete localization is obtained provided
The symmetries of (3.2) strongly suggest that the left hand side of (3.2) is minimized for A = B = 0, suggesting that the optimal value of D(s) is 1 − s; however whether this is correct or not seems not to be known. Instead, in [2] it was shown that (3.2) holds with
leading to the large disorder criterion (1.3).
It turns out that one may simply avoid the decoupling estimate by making use of the following "depleted resolvent indentity,"
valid for x = y. Eq. (3.4) follows from the resolvent identity applied to H (Λ) and H ({x}) ⊕ H (Λ\{x}) . The Schur complement formula shows that
where B(x, ω) is a random variable independent of ω(x). Thus the fractional moment bound (3.1) gives the following a priori bound on the diagonal elements of the Green's function
At this point, if one is simply interested in a large disorder localization proof that avoids decoupling, but does not wish to optimize using self-avoiding walks, the following short argument will suffice. Let
Inserting a supremum over Λ into (3.6) and taking expectations we find
it now follows by iteration and (3.1) that
is uniformly bounded as a function of x.
If we take z ∈ C \ R, then the necessary uniform bound is trivial since F s (x, y) ≤ 1 /| Im z| s < ∞. An analysis similar to that leading to (3.1), using a rank two Schur formula, can be used to show a priori that F s (x, y) is bounded uniformly with regard to zsee [4, Appendix B] . However, we do not need this estimate as (3.8) gives a uniform bound a posteriori.
Note that (3.8) implies an estimate of the form (2.7) provided Γ(s) < 1. Thus to prove localization, for a given disorder strength λ we must check if Γ(s) < 1 for some s < 1. To this end, note that Γ(s) → 2d as s → 0. For λ < e, one checks that Γ(s) is strictly increasing, and thus never less than one. However, for λ > e, there is a unique critical point
which is less than 1 if (3.9) λ > 2de ln λ. This estimate already improves on (1.4). However, as we will see below, we can improve it even more using self-avoiding walks.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The above argument may be improved rather substantially if we iterate the depleted resolvent bound (3.6) without maximizing over geometries.
For instance, applying (3.6) again to the resolvents sitting on the right hand side of that equation and averaging yields the estimate
Here I[|x − y| = 1] = 1 if x and y are neighbors and is zero otherwise; the second term accounts for the fact that (3.6) cannot be applied to a term of the form G (Λ\{x}) (y, y). Since there are 2d(2d − 1) choices for the points x 1 , x 2 this yields the localization criterion λ ≥ 2d(2d − 1)e ln λ which improves on (3.9). However, we need not stop at two iterations. Suppose we apply (3.6) N times. The resulting sequences of points x, x 1 , . . . , x N depleted from the region Λ make a self-avoiding walk. After averaging, we obtain the following estimate Taking the supremum over volumes Λ now yields 
